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Abstract— Our AMRITA remote triggered lab (RT Lab) for
wireless sensor networks (WSN) offer the students and
researchers, an easy, efficient, interactive and user friendly
environment to trigger their inquisitiveness by providing them
with the sensors, equipments, hardwares and study materials for
conducting the lab experiments. RT Lab offers a web-based elearning platform for the registered users to perform
experimentation and coding remotely based on the provided
study materials which are shared to them virtually. The users can
learn nesC programming language and conduct the coding by
means of the code editing interface. The sensor nodes in the WSN
testbed, deployed in indoor and outdoor environment, undergoes
remote reconfiguration and the sensor data’s are collected by the
WSN gateway. The users can observe the experimentation result
such as the plotted sensor data and physical representation of the
sensor network along with the remote video through the
visualization tool. The paper details the design and
implementation of remote code editing platform for RT Lab.
Keywords—remote triggered lab; remote code editing; remote
reconfiguration; over-the-air programming; wireless sensor
network

I.

INTRODUCTION

The high cost of wireless sensor networks, its non
flexibility in programming, energy management etc., has
hindered the growth and development of the research area on
WSN. Remotely triggered laboratories are an easy and
efficient way to provide access to costly and best-in-class
equipment without having to acquire them. They are becoming
increasingly popular especially in remote areas with fewer
resources. Our Wireless Sensor Network Remote Triggered
Laboratory (RT Lab) [1] gives opportunity to educators and
learners to acquire the expensive equipments and materials
needed for the WSN lab experiments via an intuitive webbased e-learning platform. This lab comprises of a set of
eleven WSN experiments having micaz motes running
TinyOS which are permanently deployed in the WSN testbed.
The lab is also equipped with sensors, data acquisition boards,
multimeters, cameras, computers and servers. Our RT Lab,
where the physical hardware is involved and timeslots are
limited, has the provision to remotely reprogram the wireless
sensor nodes, execute multiple experiments at the same time,
flexible result display for better understanding and debugging
of the program.

Reprogramming, a major factor in WSN, is the capability
to change software functionality of sensors within the network
at run time. The modification may come in the form of
updates, bug fixes or modified parameters. Reprogramming is
important both during development, for fast prototyping and
debugging, and after deployment, for adapting functionality
[2].
The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the
related work done in the remote code updating and
reconfiguration in WSN. Section III describes the remote
triggered lab code editing framework. Section IV details the
implementation and results of the system. Section VII
describes the conclusion and the future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Almost all sensor network applications are deployed in
hostile regions which demands real-time sensor network
access for efficient maintenance and effective management of
the network. In the current literature, this has been achieved
either by reprogramming schemes or by incremental network
programming schemes. The paper [3] discussed various
challenges and approaches in WSN reprogramming. Various
reprogramming protocols are developed for WSN including
MOAP [4], Deluge [5], Trickle [6], MNP [7] etc. The
Incremental Network Programming approach [8], provides a
faster network reprogramming by reducing the amount of data
transmission, minimizing the external flash memory usage and
avoiding expensive operation for the sensor nodes. This
approach is restricted to a large network because of its
incapability of multi-hop delivery.
Various testbeds like Indriya, Motelab, Twist etc uses
remote reconfiguration mechanism for their sensor network
testbed. In Indriya [9], the input to the web layer is the
uploaded application exe plus MIG generated Java class files
which defines the structure of messages that application
dumps to the USB port. In Motelab [10], the user uploads
executables and class file. Using MySQL database, the user
details and program details are stored. It has a DBLogger
which starts at the beginning of every job. In Twist [11], the
web layer input for remote reconfiguration is the executable.
The user uploads the executable and gets the data logged
results.
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Fig.1. Remote Triggered Wireless Sensor Network Laboratory

We have conducted a study on various testbeds having
remote reprogramming facility, which helps us to bring a
better remote code editing platform design along with
reconfiguration mechanism for our RT Lab.
III.

REMOTE CODE EDITING FOR AMRITA RT LAB

Our RT Lab [12] offers a remote code editing mechanism
for registered users, which allows them to have hands on
experience with programming the sensor nodes. The central
aim is to provide an efficient and effective high level
interaction between users and wireless sensor nodes with the
help of a code editing panel which includes options for
editing, saving, compilation of the source code and burning of
the firmware image in to the nodes. After finishing the code
editing, the user can burn the new firmware image in to the
sensor nodes using our provided reprogramming facility. The
user can experience the rebooting of the motes by watching
the real time video of the setup which is streamed using Media
Server [12] and also verify the result from the chart which
shows the plotted data from the sensor node.
The main tab in the RT Lab is the Remote Panel, as shown
in Fig.1, which offers User Panel and Remote Code Editor
(RCE) for users to conduct experimentation and a
Visualization Panel for visualizing the results. The User Panel
allows the user to run the experimentation by changing the
parameters provided and redirects the user to perform coding
in the provided RCE. The Initialization in the User Panel
performs the rebooting of the sensor nodes with the original
firmware of the experiment. The Connect to WSN helps the
user to initiate the connection to WSN Gateway and thereby
initiate communication with WSN Testbed. The RCE offers
the user a provision for writing/editing the experiment
program code according to their requirement and reprograms
the sensor nodes in WSN Testbed. The system uses over-theair programming (OTAP) mechanism, to manage the large
WSN. The updates to the WSN Testbed are done over-the-air.

An OTAP gateway is used for conducting the reprogramming
of the sensor nodes in the WSN Testbed. During the OTAP
process, the OTAP Gateway sends a command to the node to
reboot into the OTAP image. However this remote code
editing setup allows the users to experience all the changes
happened to WSN in real time.
Our system offers three ways of code editing mechanisms
[12]:
•

Parameter Configuration: In this method, the user is
permitted to change the parameters of an already
existing wireless sensor network program. Here, the
user is not allowed to upload a new program code or
modify an existing program code. However the user
will be able to vary the parameter that will provide the
opportunity to learn about different configurations and
its impact on the wireless sensor network.

•

Restricted Code Editing: The code editor window
controls the code editing from user by restricting the
modification of an already existing program. Here the
user can act according to the instruction provided by
the system.

•

Full Code Editing: The code editor window permits
the user to add or modify the sensor network program
code. Here a user can rewrite the program code of an
experiment without any restrictions.

In Remote Code Editing, a code editor window will
provide the original code as well as the window for code
editing to the users, where the user can make modification to
the code. Only registered users can access the code editor
window, RCE, of each WSN experiment from the Remote
Panel. The code editing mechanism provides services such as
edit, save, compile and burn the program. This architecture
allows each registered user to access the program code of each
of the experiments to make modification according to the

allowed editing type such as parameter configuration,
restricted code editing, or full code editing. After
modification, the user can save the code into the Archive
Server provided by the Remote Backend Server. An Archive
Server is used to keep the program codes of each experiment
as per the user. For compiling the program, the user has to
initiate a compile request. Once the user receives the compile
request, the server loads the code, invokes the batch file and
executes the compile command. Then the compiled result is
displayed in the web page.
A. OTAP Setup
The back bone of Remote Code Editing mechanism is the
OTAP. OTAP plays a major role in our architecture which
makes the system more scalable and flexible. The XMesh
OTAP Service, XOtap [13] is a reliable model where the
firmware images are controlled by the gateway. XOtap
supports four different slots where slot 0 is reserved for the
OTAP image and slots 1, 2 and 3 can be used for userspecified firmware. Here the firmware image is divided into
pages and each page consists of N fragments. The main
advantages of this page structure are to reduce RAM
requirements for maintaining state, of which packets are
needed, reduces traffic congestion during the process of image
download and to help in fitting into standard TinyOS packets.
XOtap Bootloader is an independent piece of code which
guarantees the execution of the mote after each reset. It helps
in copying image from specified slot into program memory in
external flash and execution of newly loaded program.
The pre-conditions for conducting the over-the-air
programming are:
•
•
•

All the motes should be OTAP enabled
Pre-install the OTAP Image in slot 0
Bootloader should be installed

The main objective is to provide a scalable and flexible
wireless sensor network reprogramming environment to users.
We used TinyOS 1.0 [14] for programming the sensor
nodes which supports reconfiguration of sensor nodes on the
run and MoteConfig [13] utility for testing and enabling the
OTAP facility in sensor nodes. The reprogramming technique
used in TinyOS is the system level reprogramming, in which
the updated code is first stored in external flash memory and is
copied into internal flash memory upon system restart.
Each user is allocated with a particular time slot for each
experiment. Upon the completion of the whole reprogramming
of a particular experiment, the server initiates a reboot
command which reboots the deployed motes with the original
image, so that the next user could able to use the original code.
The following steps are taken before deploying the
wireless sensor nodes of each experiment.
1) Local Programming
a) Generating the firmware image: This step is to build
the program code of each experiment and make the firmware
image.

b) Setting up the motes by assigning channels, mote id
and group id
c) Adding OTAP capability
We used MoteConfig utility to enable OTAP capability of
the motes. The local program component in the MoteConfig
can be used to assign the mote id, group id- a unique id of the
mote, RF power – the radio power of the mote and RF channel
for each mote according to the experiment. OTAP
functionality of the mote can be enabled by selecting the
OTAP enable option in the local programming window. After
selecting the configuration details, firmware and OTAP
enable, the mote can be programmed by choosing Program
which enable the OTAP feature in motes and downloads the
firmware and configuration into the motes. An OTAP gateway
is used for conducting the reprogramming which is assigned
with a node ID of 0 and programmed with the XMeshBase
[13] application. There is no need of enabling the OTAP
option for the OTAP gateway. For each experiment, the group
id of the OTAP gateway and the motes should be the same.
Once all the motes in the WSN Testbed are OTAP-enabled
according to the experiments, the next procedure is to start the
remote programming using MoteConfig utility.
2) Remote Programming
The Over-The-Air-Programming (OTAP) feature allows
users to reprogram a mote over a wireless channel. OTAP
allows one or more Motes in the network to receive new
firmware images from XServe (via the XOtap service) [13].
With the help of the remote program component in the
MoteConfig, the remote programming of the WSN Testbed
has been conducted. The following are the steps used in
testing the remote programming capability of the motes.
a) Search the motes: The first step is to search the
remote motes with the help of OTAP gateway using the
Search command.
b) Prepare the motes: After the motes starts listening to
the OTAP gateway, then the motes can be rebooted to the
OTAP image by the help of Prepare command. I.e. the motes
must be prepared by enabling the bootloader and loading the
OTAP image into slot 0, before programmed it over-the-air.
c) Program the motes remotely: The remote
programming of a WSN Testbed can be done by loading the
firmware images into the selected slot of the motes according
to the experiment using the Program command.
d) Reboot the motes: The final step is to select the newly
loaded image from the slot and reboot the motes using the
Reboot command.
After testing the remote programming capability of each
node, we deployed the sensor nodes in the indoor and outdoor
environment.
B. Remote Code Editor
Each experiment in the RT Lab provides the user a
provision for writing their own program code or editing the
original code according to their requirements. RCE is a
platform that allows users to perform the remote code editing.

A user can write their own code after understanding each
experiment. RCE provides the user with the original code of
the experiment in one window on the editor.
When an educator/learner conducts the remote
programming using the RCE, the following steps happens.
•
•

•

Save: After writing the program code, user has to
save the code before proceeding to compilation
process.
Compile: The compile helps the user to know
whether the wiring of the components is done
correctly or not. A firmware image is created after the
successful compilation process.
Burn: After initiating the Burn command, flashing the
mote with the firmware image happens via OTAP
and the mote gets rebooted with the new program.
When the user initiates the Burn command, first the
script for downloading the firmware into the mote
and later the mote reboot happens.

experimentation. The Fig.2 shows the result of the remote
experimentation where the red and yellow LED of the mote
starts blinking for an interval 1000ms. The stop connection
shown in the Fig.2 is used for stopping the connection to WSN
Testbed. The Fig.3 and 5 shows the remote code editing
platform and the console window respectively. The console
window shows the messages regarding the compilation and
burning process to the user. Next, we performed the remote
code editing of the same experiment by changing the LED as
green, as shown in Fig.4, and the result in visualization panel
shows the blinking of green LED, as shown in Fig.6.

Here XOtap is used to perform the over-the-air
programming where the firmware image is broken up into
fragments and transmitted to the mote. The OTAP Gateway
sends a message to transfer the newly uploaded firmware into
the program flash and reboot the mote.
•

Visualization: The results, including video, chart and
physical representation can be viewed in the
Visualization Panel after the remote programming
completes.

Fig.2. User Panel of RT Lab experiment after remote experimentation

The RCE provides the users a provision to download the
csv file of the experimentation they done. The Archive Server
logs the data and upon getting the user request it fetches the
data file and returns it to the user.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT

Our WSN remote triggered lab consists of 11 WSN
experiments [15] where the testbed includes 9 indoor and 2
outdoor sensor networks with more than 150 Memsic micaz
motes, dielectric moisture sensors, rain gauge, on-board
sensors, data acquisition boards, digital multimeters etc. The
WSN Testbed is permanently deployed which provides data
logging, reprogramming of nodes, and test bed scheduling.

Fig.3. Remote code editing platform

Using Flash Media Server (FMS), the videos of the WSN
test bed are getting streamed. A minimum of 11 parallel
webcams are used to stream our 11 deployed experiments
simultaneously. Flash Media Live Encoder is used to stream
the webcam’s video-feed to FMS and FMS streams the videofeed onto internet [1].
We have conducted the testing of remote reconfiguration
and found that the estimated time taken to download the new
firmware image varies with respect to the size of the firmware
image. I.e. For a 1KB image, the time taken to download the
image into the motes is 0.0095 seconds.
To better understand the difference in the result of remote
code editing and remote experimentation of a specific
experiment, initially we have to start with the remote

Fig.4. Remote code editing of the experiment
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